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Every uniformly continuous function from a dense subspace of a 
unifom space into a complete uniform space has a u.ni:~ormly continuou,s 
extension. This well-known theorem ka:: no direct topological counter- 
part. The reason becomes obvious in the realm of nearness tructures: 
the concept of a subspace isadequate for uniform spaces but not car 
topological spaces. 
In this paper it will be shown that every nearness preserving function 
from a dense subspace of a nearness pace into a complete, regular near- 
ness space has a nearness p;*eserving extension. An np#ication to uni- 
form spaces yields the above-mentioned result. An application to topo- 
logical spaces yields a necessary and sufficient condition for the ex- 
tendibility of continuous func:tWs [ 21. The importance of nearxbess 
structures fC;r investiga:i’ions concerning the extendibility of continuous 
function has been first observed by Naimpally i4’4, the clue being that 
for any topological space (X, r) and arly subset S of X the nearness 
structure induced on S by r is usually much. “rkher” thaln the topological 
structure induced on S by 7. 
For a definition of the concepts concerning nearness tructures, the 
reader is referred to [ 3 1. 
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(2) f can be exterrded to an N-P)aap g : (X, k) + (Y, 71). 
JR case ( Y, Q) ‘is an N,-space, the ex ten&n is unique. 
oorf: Since (2) obviously implies (1), it remains to show that (1) im- 
plies (2). Let x be an eXement ofX and let SQ be the set of all subsets 
A of S with x E cl& Then $& holds, and (1) implies that q(f .d) holds. 
Tie show that eIJU I> hot&, let 93 be a collection of subsets of Y with 
?j 3% Then &(f-1% ) implies that4here xists a 13 in c10 with 
x $ cl,(f-U). Const:quently, A = S - f-IB is an element of SQ such that 
W i\ fA = 8. Hence 5(fd ). Since (Y, q) is regular, this implies (see [ 3, 
8.21) ‘that f& is contained in a q-cluster. Since (p, @) is complete, there 
exists an element g(x) in Y with g(x) E clJfA) for each A E s4 . More- 
over, one can choose g(x) = J’(X) for each x E S. Then the fun&ion 
g : X + Y Idefined by x e g(x) is an extension off. To show that 
g : (X, 5) + (Y, q) is an N-map, let 36 be a collection of subsets of Y 
with Fj 93. If e is the: set of all subsets C of Y for which there exists a 8 
in 93 with 3 Kr, C, the regularity of (Y, q) implies that q e holds. Hence 
( 1) implies t.hat l(f-’ e ) and consequently t { cl,,(fWIC) ( CE e ) hold. To 
show that &g-%9) holds, it remains to prove thkg_lB c cl@%) 
whenever B X1; C. If x is’ an element of X with x $k clE(f-lC), then 
x E cl& f-‘(Y-C’)), since S is dense in (X, r). Consequently, 
by definition of g(x). Therefore g(x) E cl,JY-CL Hence l3 cr, C implies 
that g(x) 4 B, i.e. x 4 g% In case (Y, q) is an Nl-space, the uniqueness 
of& follows from the fact that ( Y, qt) is a HausQorff space and 
g : (X, et) --)c (Y, qt) is a continuou:s map, ‘i 
i 
Cnordhry 1 [ 51. If (Y, V ) is a complete uniform space, (S, 9&s) is a dense 
subspace oj’an arb’trary uniform r:pace (X, ?c ), ad f : S + Y is 2 funtztion, 
the foklo willzg concliltions are equivalent : 
(1) f : (S, 5fs) -3 (Y,V ) is unijbrmlj continuw~; 
(2) f can be ex t;znded to a unifcjrmly continuous: function ; 
g : (X,cu ) -* (Y/v ). 
In case (Y, V ) ;s a uniform Tl-~pace, the extelb2sP’on is unique. 
dense N-subspace of a tspologicu? RO-space (X, T), and f : S --) Y is a 
function, the folro wing conditiuns i&e equimlen t: 
( ‘. p f : (S, 7-s) -+ (Y, 0) rils al-2 M-map ;
(2) for any mltection .JZQ of subsets o,f S the implicatiora 
(‘3) fh any co/lection 93 of szlbsets uf Y, the impZic4Wm 
holds; 
(4) f cm he extended to cb cmtinusus fu:nction g : (X, -r) + (Y, a). 
In cuse (Y, CJ) is at T1-space. the extension is un&ue. 
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